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Plaintiff Russell David W ooldridge (dtWooldridge'') brought this action for review of

Defendant Carolyn Colvin's (çlthe Commissioner'') tsnaldecision denying his claims for

disability insttrance benefits (ûtDIB'') tmder the Social Secttrity Ad Cdthe Ad''), as nmended, 42

U.S.C. j 405(g). This Court has jurisdiction over the action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. j 405(g) and

42 U.S.C. j 1383(c)(3). Both W ooldridge and the Commissioner filed motions for Sllmmary

Judgment. ECF Nos. 10, 15. Oral argllment was heard on October 25, 2013, and the motions are

now ripe for disposition.

The ultimate issue before

Commissioner's final decision that Plaintiff can perform certain unskilled work and is therefore

ineligible for DIB. Plaintiff claims that substnntial evidence does not support the

the Court is whether substantial evidence supports the

Commissioner's lnal decision because the Administrative Law Judge ((W LJ'') posed an

improper hypothetical to the vocational expert ($$VE'') at the administrative hearing. Plaintiff

asserts that reliance on the VE's answer to the improper hypothetical caused the ALJ to

improperly decide the case.

1 Carolyn W . Colvin became the Acting Commissioner of Social Security on Febnzary 14, 2013.
Pursuant to Rule 25(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Carolyn W . Colvin is hereby substimted
for M ichael J. Astrue as the defendant in this suit.
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For the reasons stated below
, the Court finds that the Commissioner's final decision is

supported by substantial evidence. Accordingly, the Com missioner's M otion for Sum m ary

Judgment is GRANTED and Plaintiff s Motion for Stlmmary Judgment is DENIED
.

1. STANDARD OF REVIEW

W hen reviewing the Commissioner's final decision
, the Court's review is lim ited to

determining whether the Commissioner's tindings are supported by substantial evidence and

whether they were reached through the application of the correct legal standards. See 42 U.S.C.

j 405(g); Hancock v. Astrue, 667 F.3d 470, 472 (4th Cir. 2012). The Commissioner's finding of

any fact is conclusive provided it is supported by substantial evidence. Richardson v. Perales,

402 U.S. 389, 390 (1971). Substantial evidence is defined as çtsuch relevant evidence as a

reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.'' Perales, 402 U.S. at 401.,

Hancock, 667 F.3d at 472. Substantial evidence is not a fçlarge or considerable nmount of

evidences'' Pierce v. Undem ood, 487 U.S. 552, 565 (1988).It Clconsists of more than a mere

scintilla of evidence but may be less than a preponderance.'' Hancock, 667 F.3d at 472 (citation

omitted).

If the Commissioner's determinations are supported by substantial evidence, a reviewing

court may not substitute its judgment for that of the Commissioner, but instead must defer to

those detenninations. Hays v. Sullivan, 907 F.2d 1453, 1456 (4th Cir. 1990); 42 U.S.C. j 405(g);

Accordingly, lçgiln reviewing for substantialevidence, we do not undertake to reweigh

conflicting evidence, make credibility determinations, or substitute ottr judgment for that of the

ALJ . . . . W here conflicting evidence allows reasonable minds to differ as to whether a claimant

is disabled, the responsibility for that decision falls on the ALJ.'' Hancock, 667 F.3d at 472

(internal alterations and citations omitted).
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ll. FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

W ooldridge was born on M arch 7, 1951. R. 17, 137.2 He was 57 years o1d at the time he

alleges he becam e disabled on Jan. 1, 2009, and he is currently 62 years old, whieh places him in

tht category of an (tindividual with advanced age.'' R. 17, 25, 137. He is a high school graduate

who worked for the Roanoke County School Board f'rom 1975 to 2005 as a school bus mechanic.

R. 141, 171, 175. W ooldridge then worked as a security guard from 2006 to 2009. R. 61.

W ooldridge alleges that he becnme disabled from all fonns of substantial gainf'ul

employment on Janumy 1, 2009, R. 25, and that his disability continues to this day. He claims

that he suffers from depression and bipolar disorder. R. 167. W ooldridge states that his disability

forced him to retire early from his position with the Roanoke County School Board. R. 32, 167.

Specifically, he claims that his bipolar disorder caused his inter-personal relationships at work to

deteriorate, and he alleges that the medicine he took for the bipolar disorder caused him to be

drowsy and negatively affected his work productivity. R. 31-32. W ooldridge also alleges that his

disability prohibits him from working as a security guard, as his medication causes him to be

drowsy and renders him unable to remain awake dlzring shihs. R. 167.

W ooldridge filed an application for DIB under Title 11 and Title XVll1l of the Act on

Oct. 2, 2009. R. 137. His claims were denied on both initial consideration and reconsideration. R.

78-82, 88-91. Thereafter,W ooldridge requested and received a hearing and review before an

ALJ, Which was held on Sept. 6, 201 1. R. 22-52, 95-96. ln an opinion dated Sept. 16, 201 1, the

ALJ denied W ooldridge's requests for benetks after detennining that, although he suffered from

the severe impairments of Clbipolar disorder under good medical control, dysthymic disorder and

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,'' W ooldridge was not tçtmder a disability.'' R. 13-18.

2 citations to the Certified Administrative Record
, ECF No. 6, are designated by diR.'' throughout

this opinion.



Specitically, the ALJ found that Sçlcjonsidering the claimant's age, education, work experience,

and residual functional capacity ($tRFC''), there (were) jobs that existged) in signiticant mlmbers

in the national economy that the daimant (could) perform.'' R.17. The Commissioner denied

review of the ALJ'S decision, R. 1-6, and W ooldridge now appeals.

111. DISCUSSIO N

Plaintiff s M otion for Summary Judgment argues that this Court should reverse the

findings of the ALJ, as not supported by substantial evidence, because the ALJ improperly based

his decision on the VE's answer to a hypothetical the ALJ posed at the heming. Plaintiff claims

that this was erroneous for two reasons. First, Plaintiff claim s that the ALJ'S hypothetical was

unsupported by substantial evidence because it did not include the limitation, as reported by the

consultative exnminer, Dr. Gardner,that W ooldridge suffered from çsmarked impairment of

concentration, persistence and pace.'' ECF No. 1 1 at 4. Second, Plaintiff argues that, even if the

ALJ discredited Dr. Gardner's finding regarding W ooldridge's status, he should have included

his own finding that W ooldridge suffered from a timoderate impairment of concentration,

persistence and pace'' in the hypothetical posed to the VE. ld. at 6.

After reviewing the record in this case, the Court finds that Plaintiff's argttm ents lack

merit and that the Commissioner's final decision is supported by substantial evidence.

A.

W ooldridge bears the burden of proving that he is disabled within the meaning of the Act.

Social Security Disability Test

EnMlish v. Shalala, 10 F.3d 1080, 1082 (4th Cir. 1993) (citing 42 U.S.C. j 423(d)(5)(2006)). The

Act detines çsdisability'' as the 'éinability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of

any medically detenninable physical or mental impainnent, which can be expected to result in

death or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not less than 12
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months.'' 42 U.S.C. j 423(d)(1)(A). Disability under the Act requires showing more than the fact

that the claimant suffers from an impairment which affects his ability to perfonn daily activities

or certain forms of work. Rather, a claimant must show that his impairments prevent him from

engaging in al1 forms of substantial gainful employment given her age, education, and work

experience. See 42 U.S.C. jj 423(d)(2) and 1382c(a)(3)(B).

The Com missioner uses a five-step process to evaluate a disability claim . W alls v.

Barnhart, 296 F.3d 287, 290 (4th Cir. 2002). The Commissioner asks, in sequence, whether the

claimant: (1) is working', (2) has a severe impairment; (3) has an impainnent that meets or equals

h irements of a listed impairmenti3 (4) can retul'n to his past relevant work; and if not, (5)t e requ

whether he can perform other work. Heckler v. Cnmpbell, 461 U.S. 458, 460-462 (1983);

Johnson v. Barnhart, 434 F.3d 650, 654 n.1 (4th Cir. 2005) (per ctlrinm) (citing 20 C.F.R.

j 404.1520). The inquiry ceases if the Commissioner finds the claimant disabled at any step of

the process. 20 C.F.R. jj 404.1520(a)(4), 416.920(a)(4). The claimant bears the burden of proof

at steps one through folzr to establish a prima facie case for disability. The burden shihs to the

Com m issioner at step five to establish that the claimant maintains the RFC, considering the

claimant's age, education, work experience, and impairments, to perform available alternative

work in the local and national economies. 42 U.S.C. j 423(d)(2)(A); Taylor v. W einberger, 512

F.2d 664, 666 (4th Cir. 1975).

ln this case, the ALJ found that, although W ooldridge met his btlrden in proving steps

one and two, he failed to prove that he çthad an impairment that m eets or equals a condition

contained within the Social Security Administration's oftk ial list of impairments,'' as required

by step three. R. 13-14. The ALJ then found that W ooldridge was çtunable to perform any past

3 A iûlisted impairment'' is one considered by the Social Security Administration (sto be severe
enough to prevent an individual from doing any gainful activity, regardless of his or her age, education, or
work experience.'' 20 C.F.R. j 404.1525(a).



relevant work'' as required by step four. R. 17. Thus, the blzrden shifted to the Commissioner to

demonstrate that W ooldridge's impainnent prevented him from performing alternative fonns of

substantial, gainful employm ent. See Taylor, 512 F.2d at 666. lt is in this final portion of the

ALJ'S analysis where W ooldridge alleges error.

B. The ALJ'S Hypothetical and Subsequent Decision

In order to determine whether the Commissioner has met his burden in proving step five,

ALJS often enlist the assistance of a VE. çt-f'he purpose of bringing in a F E) is to assist the ALJ

in determining whether there is work available in the national economy which this particular

claimant can perform.'' W alker v. Bowen, 889 F.2d 47, 50 (4th Cir. 1989). For the VE's

testimony to be relevant, çsit must be based upon a consideration of a11 other evidence in the

record, and it must be in response to proper hypothetical questions which fairly set out a1l of the

claimant's impairments.'' Id. (internal citations omitted).

In his hypothetical to the VE, the ALJ posited:

Now if you could assume a hypothetical individual of the
claimant's age, education, and work experience. The individual
doesn't have any docum ented exertional or postural, m anipulative,
et cetera, type of physical limitations. But let's assllm e that such an
individual really is lim ited in terms of concentration, mem ory
immediate recall such that (he is) really limited to one to, one to
three-step tasks. Let's also say no strict production rate or pace
work or anything with really strict production standards in case
there's a tendency to kind of lose focus for, you know, brief
periods of tim e. Let's also lim it to no more than occasional
interaction with the public, or co-workers, or supervisors. So (he)
can have som e interaction but generally should be able to have a
task and do it with, you know a little bit of supervision.

R. 46. ln response to this question, the VE testified that there existed jobs in both the national

and regional economy- such as a laundry worker, cleaner 1l, and dishwasher- that satistied this

description. R. 47. Counsel for W ooldridge then asked the VE how the interpretation of Dr.
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Gardner's finding that W ooldridge had a marked impainnent in concentration, persistence, and

pace would affect his response. R. 49. Although the VE responded that there existed several

detinitions for the tenn ttmarked''in vmious reports, he acknowledged that dçgtjhe standard

definition used for Social Sectlrity . . . is serious limitation which results in substardial loss in . . .

bility to effectively f'unction.''4 R 49 He then concluded that çtif a person has a markedthe a 
. .

impairment of concentration, and persistence, and pace

unskilled work would be precluded. R. 49-50.

based upon that definition,'' even

After this line of questioning, the ALJ confirmed that the VE had seen various deûnitions

for ç'marked'' in Social Sectlrity forms, and that Dr. Gardner did not report his fndings in a form

but instead in a narrative. R. 49-50. Additionally, at the close of the hearing, the ALJ directly

addressed the meaning of the term çsmarked'' by stating, 1ç1 guess 1'm kind of limited to reading

what the narrative says. But the marked impainnent is what lim its him to one to tllree step tasks.''

R. 50.

ln his decision holding that W ooldridge was not tmder a disability as defined by the Act,

the ALJ found that W ooldridge suffered from dfm oderate diftk ulties'' in concentration,

persistence, and pace. R. 15. To support his opinion, the ALJ relied upon the mental status exnm

performed by Dr. Gardner, an assessment of W ooldridge's file by Dr. Howard S. Leizer, Ph.D.,

d tatements made by W ooldridge describing his disability.s R
. 15. Explaining this finding, theK S

4 A defined in the Act a (imarked'' impairment means tûmore than moderate but less thanS 
,

extreme.'' 20 C.F.R. j 404 app. 1 (20 12). çûA marked limitation may arise when several activities or
functions are impaired, or even when only one is impaired, to interfere seriously with your ability to
function independently, appropriately, effectively, and on a sustained basis.'' ld.

5 There exists substantial evidence in the record to support the ALJ'S finding that W ooldridge
suffered from Skmoderate difficulties'' in concentration, persistence, and pace. For instance, Dr. Leizer
found that W ooldridge had ççmoderate diftkulties'' in concentration, persistence, and pace. R. 70.
Additionally, Dr. Gardner indicated that W ooldridge ççwas able to perform work activities without special
or additional supervisionj'' and (twas able to complete a normal workday or workweek without
intem zptions relating from his psychiatric condition.'' R. at 273, ste infra Part Ill.C
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ALJ concluded, t'Although the claimant has a diminished ability to maintain concentration,

persistence or paee, the record does not indicate a complete inability to work.'' R . 17.

C. The ALJ'S Hypothetical Fairly Conveyed W ooldridge's Im pairm ents

ln arguing that the ALJ'S decision is not supported by substantial evidence, W ooldridge

alleges that the above hypothetical did not fairly set out his impairments. Specifically,

W ooldridge claims that the ALJ erred in crafting his hypothetical because it dsdid not include the

çmarked impairment of concentration,persistence and pace' found by the psychologist, Dr.

Gardnen'' ECF No. 1 1 at 4. W ooldridge's argliment rests upon the notion that, because the ALJ

indicated that he gave Dr. Gardner's diagnosis itsignificant weight,'' R.17, the ALJ was required

to include the specific language used by Dr. Gardner when he conveyed W ooldridge's

impairments to the VE. This position is incorrect.

Notably, W ooldridge cites no cases in his brief that indicate that the ALJ was required to

use Dr. Gardner's exact language when the he posed his hypothetical to the VE. As the United

States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit noted in Fisher v. Barnhart, 18 1 F. App'x. 359,

364 (4th Cir. 2006), :lthe ALJ has some discretion to craft hypothetical questions to communicate

to the (VEJ what the claimant can and carmot do.'' In crafting his hypothetical to the VE, the ALJ

was only required to fairly set out the claimant's impairments as they were supported by

substantial evidence found in the entirety of the record. See W alker, 889 F.2d at 50. The ALJ

was entitled to provide appropriate context to Dr. Gardner's statements in order to enstzre that the

VE received an acctlrate representation of W ooldridge's impairments. Thus, the ALJ'S

hypothetical is proper not if it contains the exact language of Dr. Gardner's assessment, but
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rather if it communicates W ooldridge's abilities and limitations as they are supported by

b tantial evidence found in the record.6 The ALJ'S hypothetical meets these criteria.su s

The ALJ'S hypothetical adequately communicated W ooldridge's impairments in regards

to concentration, persistence, and pace. The ALJ accounted for W ooldridge's impairmtnt in

concentration when he instruded the VE to limit the hypothetical individual to one to three step

tasks, and he accounted for W ooldridge's impairment in persistence and pace when he instructed

the VE to exclude any ttstrict production rate or pace work or anything with really strict

,,7 R t 46production standards. . a .

lmportantly, the ALJ'Scharacterization of W ooldridge's impairments is supported by

substantial evidence found in the entirety of the record. For instance, Dr. Gardner wrote in his

'çMental Sotlrce Statement'' that çsltlhe claimant is able to accept simple, one to thzee step

instructions from supervisors given a m arked impainnent of im mediate recall and moderate

impairment of recent memory.'' R. 273. In his hypothetical, the ALJ mirrored this language by

instructing the VE to assume an individual who ltreally (wasl limited in terms of concentration,

memory, immediate recall such that (he wasl really limited to one to . . . three-step tasks.'' R. 46.

6 ldridge admits this point in his brief stating that (aln ALJ must propound hypotheticalWoo ,
questions to the expert that are based upon consideration of a1l relevant evidence of record on the
claimant's impairment and fairly set out the claimant's impairments.'' ECF No. 1 l at 4 (emphasis added).

1 W  ldridge cites several cases
, most notably Tune v. Astrue, 760 F. Supp. 2d 555 (E.D.N.C.oo

201 1), to support his proposition that Ssrestrictions to simple work are not inclusive of a medical
restriction of even a moderate deficiency in concentration, persistence and pace.'' ECF No. 1 1 at 4.
However, in the part of Tune that Wooldridge relies upon, the court notes that several jurisdictions have
admonished ALJS who (Gpresentledj simplified mental RFC findings to the VE that did not encompass al1
of the findings made in the decision.'' Tune, 760 F. Supp. 2d at 563. This language indicates that ALJS
should provide context to the VE in order to accurately convey a claimant's physical limitationss a
practice followed by the ALJ in this case. Additionally, the ALJ d1d not limit W ooldridge's impairments
in concentration, persistence, and pace to restrictions to simple work. lnstead, the ALJ attempted to
accurately describe W ooldridge's impairments by specifically describing the type of work, as well as
production and pace standards, he believed W ooldridge could meet. For these reasons, this Court finds
W ooldridge's reliance on Tune and other similar cases unpersuasive.



Moreover, the ALJ'S hypothetical accurately conveyed Dr. Gardner's description of

W ooldridge's limitation in concentration, persistence, and pace. W hile it is true that Dr. Gardner

indicated tbat W ooldridge's Csmarked impairmentof concentration would produce a marked

work-related impairment of concentration,persistence or paces'' R. 273, he qualified these

remarks in subsequent sentences. ln the very next sentences included in the t<M ental Solzrce

Statements'' Dr. Gardner indicated that W ooldridge çswas able to perform work activities without

special or additional supervision,'' and that he was ç'able to complete a normal workday or

workweek without interruptions relating from his psychiatric condition.'' ld. These entries

indicate that Dr. Gardner believed that W ooldridge was capable of working even in light of his

impairment of concentration, persistence, or pace, a sentiment that was expressed by the ALJ in

his instruction to the VE to include çlno strict production rate or pace work or anything with

really strict production standards in case there's a tendency to kind of lose focus for, you know,

brief periods of time.'' R. 46.

By considering the entirety of Dr. Gardner's ûdM ental Source Statement'' and not relying

exclusively on the use of the term çlmarked'' regarding W ooldridge's impairment of

concentration, persistence, or pace, the ALJ was able to accttrately convey W ooldridge's

impainnents to the VE. For these reasons, the ALJ'S hypothetical was properly posed, and

W ooldridge's argument that the ALJ'S decision was not supported by substantial evidence is

8incorrect
.

8 f Ho son v. Astrue, 7:1 1-cv-00383 2012At argument, W ooldridge claimed the recent case o p ,
WL 1 108719 (W .D. Va. Mar. 30, 2012) necessitates this Court to find for the claimant. The Defendant
then filed a supplemental brief on this issue. ECF No. 19. This Court agrees with the Defendant's
assessment that Hopson is factually distinguishable from the instant case. In Hopson, the court nlled that
the ALJ'S decision was not supported by substantial evidence because the ALJ'S hypothetical did not
incorporate anv reference to the examining psychologist's finding that the ççplaintiff's ability to
concentrate, and her capacity to work on a persistent basis, would be markedly affected by her emotional
dysfunction.'' Hopson, 2012 W L l 108719, at *4. However, as discussed above, the ALJ in this case
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D. The ALJ'S Finding that W ooldridge Suffered from a M oderate Im pairm ent of
Concentration, Persistence, and Pace Is Adequately Conveyed in the
Hypothetical

As part of Step 3 of the Social Security disability test, the ALJ fotmd that the claimant

had tlmoderate difficulties'' in regard to concentration, persistence, or pace. R. 15. W ooldridge

argues that, even if the ALJ chose to discredit Dr. Gardener's findings regarding W ooldridge's

limitations in concentration, persistence, or pace, he should have included his own findings of

llmoderate impainnent'' in the hypothetical he posed to the VE. ECF No. 1 1 at 6. This argllment

is unpersuasive. W ooldridge cites no authority that stands for the proposition that an ALJ m ust

use the exact language from his Step 3 finding in a hypothetical posed to a VE. The case

W ooldridge relies upon in his brief, Enos v. Comm 'r of Soc. Sec., No. 0:10-cv-02179, 2012 W L

590040 (D.S.C. Feb. 23, 20 12), simply states that if an ALJ makes such a finding, he is required

to ttadequately convey that limitation to the VE.'' 1d. at *6. ln the instant case, the ALJ satisfied

this requirem ent.

Impairments described as S:moderate'' are less severe than those listed as Gfmarked.'' 20

C.F.R. j 404 app. 1 (2012). The Act defines a marked limitation as one that çtinterferelsj

seriously with ga claimant's) ability to function independently, appropriately, effectively, and on

a sustained basis.'' ld. Therefore, a hypothetical retlecting a claimant's moderate impairment in

concentration, persistence, and pace is one which takes into account that claimant's impairment

but still recognizes the claimant's ability to f'unction in a diminished capacity. As discussed in

Sections l11.B-C., supra, this is precisely the type of hypothetical that the ALJ posed to the VE.

Because the ALJ adequately conveyed a limitation of moderate impairment to the VE, his

hypothetical was proper.

incorporated Dr. Gardner's findings as they were described in the entirety of his ççM ental Source
Statement.'' Hopson is therefore distinguishable and does not control the outcome in this case.



lV . CONCLUSION

After review of the record, this Court concludes that the ALJ'S decision is supported by

substantial evidence. Accordingly, this Court GRANTS the Commissioner's M otion for

Summ ary Judgment, ECF No. 15, and DENIES the Plaintiff's M otion for Sum mary Judgment,

ECF No. 10. An appropriate order shall issue this day.

) 'ENTER: This r . ay of December, 2013.

..
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Jnm . Turk
Senior United States District Jud


